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 Introduction

Today’s talkwill focus on the syntax of predicate as-parentheticals – the boxed constituents
in ( ) (Po s b,a).

• Predicate as-parentheticals contain gaps in the position of some predicate-denoting
phrase (represented with ).

• e interpretation of this gap is dependent on material elsewhere in the discourse.
For example, the gap ( a) is resolved by the antecedent VP kiss a pig, and the gap in
( b) by the AP proud of Sally.

( ) a. Harvey will kiss a pig, as Mary also will .

b. Harvey is proud of Sally, as Mary also is .

Although they look likeVP ellipsis gaps, Po s argues these gaps are createdby themovement
of a syntactically empty VP operator into the CP layer of the as-clause.

• e evidence for movement is convincing.

In today’s talk, I show that theremust be a full VPwith internal syntactic structure in order
to account for a broader range of data. is requires that the missing VPs delete at PF.

*Many thanks are due to Kyle Johnson, Lisa Green, and Ellen Woolford for their help and guidance
throughout this project. Many more are due to Mateus Barros, Hamida Demirdache, Nico Feria, Clint
Hartzel, Jim McCloskey, Bern Samko, Brian Smith, Anie ompson, and the members of the nd year
seminar at UMass Spring . All errors are mine alone.

is phrase can be of any category verbal, adjectival, nominal, or prepositional. I will concentrate on ver-
bal phrases today for ease of discussion. For the sake of simplicity, I will generally collapse the distinction
between VP and vP since the distinction is not generally relevant for this talk.

is follows work in Feria andMcCloskey , whose work was made in different contexts.
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e evidence for movement and PF deletion suggests a hybrid analysis:

• ere is a full VP that elides under identity with an antecedent, but this element
must also be moved.

• e emerging picture looks a lot like comparative deletion as proposed by Kennedy
( ): A VPmoves into the CP layer of the clause where it must undergo deletion.

is is the analysis I will present in the coming talk.

( ) PP

P

as

CP

⟨VPk⟩ C′

C TP

S . T′

T

Aux

VP

tk

A road map for today’s talk:

§ Some basic properties of as-parentheticals

§ Evidence for movement in as-parentheticals

§ Evidence for deletion in as-parentheticals

§ Using comparative deletion to account for the facts

§ Conclusion

. Assumptions

• In this talk, I will assume the dichotomy between and anaphora as
proposed by Hankamer and Sag ( ).

• Followingmuch recent work on the topic (Merchant , Johnson , Goldberg
, amongst others) I assume that surface anaphora is the result of of

phonological material at PF. I thus take to be a sub-type of deletion (cf.
Williams , Lobeck , a.o.)

• I take deep anaphora to generally be pronominal in nature.
Given a theory of late vocabulary insertion like the one assumed in Distributed Morphology (Halle and
Marantz ), surface anaphora could also be taken to be a failure or blocking of vocabulary insertion.
See, however, Elbourne ( ), where some pronouns are partially derived by ellipsis.
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 As-parentheticals and other as-clauses

ere are various kinds of as-clauses that do not contain obligatory gaps. ese come with
various adverbial readings

( ) Jody speaks German as Klaus speaks English – with a foreigner’s accent.
(Po s b:( )) Manner

( ) As Mary bought some le uce, Tom decided to make a salad. Rationale

( ) Mary waved goodbye as the bus departed. Temporal

Predicate as-parentheticals like those in ( ), while also headed by as, always contain a syn-
tactic gap. , As Po s ( b,a) discusses, these as-clauses have very different meanings.

• e as-parenthetical is not part of the main assertion of the clause.

• Rather, the material in as-parentheticals is conventionally implicated (Grice ):
e speaker makes a commitment to the veracity of the content of the as-parenthe-

tical without actually asserting that it is true.

( ) John has kissed a pig, as I knew he would .

a. Asserts John has kissed a pig.
b. Conventionally implicates I knew John would kiss a pig.

e striking fact about the gaps in as-parentheticals is that they look as though they were
created by verb phrase ellipsis (henceforth ).

• e gap is always some constituent that can be targeted by .

Since this gap looks a lot like , can it just be reduced to another case of ?

• Po s says , as I also will.

 Evidence for movement

Po s ( b) argues speci cally against a analysis of as-parentheticals. Instead, he ar-
gues that the gap is created by the movement of a null VP pro-form into the le periphery
of the clause embedded below as:

ere are also propositional as-parentheticals, which have CP-sized gaps and which take proposition-
denoting antecedents. ese behave differently from predicate as-parentheticals, so I will generally leave
them aside today.

ere are also cases of predicate as-parentheticals that contain apparent inversion, likeHarvey kissed a pig,
as did Mary. I do not treat these in this paper; see LaCara (In Prep).
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• For a full exposition of Po s’ analysis, see Appendix A.

Evidence for this comes from the following:

§ . Island sensitivity

§ . Locality restrictions on the antecedent

§ . Interpretation and optionality

§ . Irish complementizers

. Island sensitivity

Po s ( b: - ) shows that the gaps in as-parentheticals may not occur in syntactic
islands (Ross ).

• I provide roughly equivalent controls in the (b) examples. ese are grammat-
ical.

• Since is not sensitive to islands, but movement is, Po s takes this as evidence
for movement and against ellipsis.

( ) Relative clause island (Po s b, ( b))
a. * Nina quickly bought two durians, exactly as we met a chef who did t.
b. Nina quickly bought two durians, and we met a chef who also did .

( ) Adjunct island (Po s b, ( b))
a. * Jim Durrow counts cards, just as the owners arrested Sammie when he did

t.
b. JimDurrow counts cards, but the owners arrested Sammie when he did .

( ) Subject island (Po s b, ( b))
a. * He has strong arguments for the position, exactly as the linguist’s claiming

he does t made everyone smirk and giggle.
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b. He has strong arguments for the position, but the linguist’s claiming he does
made everyone smirk and giggle.

( ) Complex DP island (Po s b, ( b))
a. * Eddie lls his truck with leaded gas, just as they believed the report that he

must t.
b. Eddie lls his truck with leaded gas, and they believed the report that he

must .

( ) Wh-island (Po s b, ( b))
a. * Chuck rides a unicycle, just as Sue asked me whether I could t.
b. Chuck rides a unicycle, and Sue asked me whether I could .

. Locality

As Po s ( b: ) discusses, if the gaps in as-parentheticals were created by ellipsis,
we would expect the as-parentheticals to be able to nd antecedents in the same places.
However, comparing in ( ) and as-parentheticals in ( ), we nd that as-parenthe-
tical can only nd antecedents in VPs to which they are adjacent.

( ) e fact that Sue read the map carefully probably means that she stayed on the
trails. But we aren’t sure whether Chuck did ⟨VP⟩.

a. ⟨VP⟩ = stay on the trails
b. ⟨VP⟩ = read the map carefully

( ) e fact that Sue read the map carefully probably means that she stayed on the
trails, as we know Chuck did ⟨VP⟩.

a. As-clause gap = stay on the trails
b. As-clause gap ̸= read the map carefully

Since doesn’t show these restrictions, the gaps, he concludes, arenot formedbyellipsis.

. Optionality

As I noted in § above, the gaps in as-parentheticals are obligatory, whereas most other
sorts of as-clauses do not contain obligatory gaps. However, it is possible for to apply
inside other kinds of as-clauses when there is an available antecedent:

( ) Jody speaks ai as Tom does – with a foreigner’s accent. Manner (c.f. ( ))

us, can render an adverbial as-clause super cially identical to an as-parenthetical.
is means that, provided the correct intonation, an example like ( ) is ambiguous be-

tween adverbial and parenthetical readings:

( ) John has kissed a pig(,) as I thought he would .
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a. ‘John has kissed a pig in the manner that I thought he would kiss a pig.’
Hello! (manner)

b. ‘John has kissed a pig because I thought he would kiss a pig.’ (reason)

c. ‘John has kissed a pig, and I, the speaker, am le ing you know that I thought
he would kiss a pig’ (parenthetical)

When we replace the gap in ( ) with it’s antecedent kiss a pig, the result is ( ). In this
example, only (a) and (b) readings are available; the (c) reading disappears.

( ) John has kissed a pig as I thought he would kiss a pig.

Some important facts about , however, are that it is optional (Sag ), and it does not
generally change the meaning of simple clauses like the ones here.

• In cases like ( ), we wouldn’t expect an application of to make the (c) reading
available when it is not available in ( ).

• Since is optional, we would never expect it to have to apply to derive obligatory
gaps.

Consequently, this constitutes evidence that the gaps in as-parentheticals are not derived
by .

. Irish

Irish has special complementizers associated with A′-movement, glossed as below. Ad-
ditionally, Irish has as-parentheticals, headed by the prepositionmar ‘as’. e complemen-
tizers that appear in Irish as-parentheticals are those that appear with A′-movement.

( ) Chuaidh
went

se
he

’un
to

an
the

aonaigh
fair

mar
as

a dubhairt
said

sé
he

a rachadh
go.

.

‘He went to the fair as he had said he would.’

McCloskey ( ) notes that the missing constituent is the same constituent as the one
elided by but that the gap is indeed created by movement. He suggests the element
which moves is a silent VP.

Some consultants insisted that this readingwas available while others have toldme that it is not. erefore,
I have marked it with .

is is not to say that ellipsis never changes or limits the meaning of an u erance. For instance, ellipsis is
well-known to be sensitive to quanti er scope of the antecedent (Sag , Fox ).
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. Summary

e evidence presented in this section provides convincing evidence both formovement
in as-parentheticals and against an account where the gaps are derived via .

. e island effects and the use of A′ complementizers in Irish point toward amove-
ment analysis of as-parentheticals.

. e restrictions on locality and the non-optionality of the gaps suggest that tradi-
tional VP ellipsis does not derive the gaps.

Po s concludes that as-parentheticals contain a phonologically null, syntactically empty
VP pro-form.

• Due to the semantics of theprepositionas thatPo sprovides, thepredicate towhich
the as-parenthetical adjoins lls in the missing material.

• Since cannot create the gap, Po s concludes that there must be a null pronom-
inal. He does not consider other forms of deletion.

 Evidence for deletion

e above tests show that as-parentheticals must contain movement of some sort and that
is not responsible for deriving the gaps.

• Po s claims that the moved element is a pro-form.

• However, if we look at a broader range of data, we nd evidence for a fully articulated
VP.

In this section, I present evidence consistent with a PF deletion account of as-parenthe-
ticals:

• It is possible to extract heads (§ . ) and arguments ( . ) from the gaps in as-paren-
theticals.

• As-parentheticals require linguistic antecedents (§ . ).

• Vehicle change effects are observed in as-parentheticals (§ . ).

A′-movement out of the gaps, however, is ungrammatical. is is hardly surprising, however, since as-
parentheticals are clearly formed by A′-movement; we expect them to be islands.
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. Head extraction

Verb-stranding occurs when a verb is apparently le behindwithout anyVP-internalmate-
rial. is is exempli ed in ( ) from Portuguese, where the verb guardavam ‘kept’ appears
without either the object as jóias ‘the jewels’ or the PP no banco ‘in the bank’, although these
elements are understood.

( ) Eles
they

guardam
keep

as
the

jóias
jewels

no
in.the

banco,
bank

pois
because

todos
all

os
the

vizinhos
neighbors

que
that

não
not

guardavam
kept

foram
were

assaltados.
assaulted

‘ ey keep the jewels in the bank because all the neighbors that didn’t were as-
saulted.’ Costa and Duarte

• is cannot be the result of object dropbecause object dropdoes not typically occur
in islands (which as-parentheticals are), and since object drop cannot target non-
nominal elements like the PP no banco, ‘in the bank’, in addition to the argument as
jóias, ‘the jewels’ (Raposo , Costa and Duarte , Cyrino and Matos )

Goldberg ( ) argues that cases of so-called verb stranding should be analyzed as
head movement out of the site of .

• e verbs that appear in verb-stranding cases can be shown to be outside of VP, but
rst-merging themoutside ofVP leads to numerous unwanted syntactic stipulations

and leads to severely complicated semantics.

• Languages that have independently a ested V°-to-T° movement have verb strand-
ing.

• is suggests, then that the verbs originate in full VPs, just like what is assumed for
English . us, verb-stranding is evidence for a deletion account of ellipsis and
not for a pronominal account.

• Goldberg’s analysis follows straightforwardly from the assumption that pro-forms
do not have internal syntactic structure.

It turns out that languages that have verb stranding also have verb stranding as-paren-
theticals.

( ) Chuaidh
went

se
he

’un
to

an
the

aonaigh
fair

mar
as

a dubhairt
said

sé
he

a rachadh
go.

.

‘He went to the fair as he had said he would.’ (= ( )) Irish

See Costa and Duarte for a few places this breaks down in Brazilian Portuguese. Apparently, null
objects can occur in islands in Brazilian Portuguese, but only if the referent is non-animate.
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( ) Obrigado
thank.you

por
for

entrar
enter.

em
in

minha
my

vida,
life

como
as

disse
said

que
that

entraria
enter.

.

‘ ank you for entering my life, as you said you would.’ Brazilian Portuguese
http://www.suaescolha.com/jesus/religioes/divino/

( ) e has a similar duty in the , as have equivalent organisations in
almost every country throughout the world. ( ) British English

Given Goldberg’s analysis of verb-stranding, it would seem that these cases are best ex-
plained by a deletion account.

• A pronominal account, like the one provided by Po s, does not provide a way of
understanding where the stranded verbs originate.

• A deletion account provides a straightforward explanation: e verbs raise out of a
VP that subsequently deletes at PF.

. Argument extraction

Likeheadmovement, A-movement is possible out of deleted constituents (Schuyler ).
Given the standard syntactic theory of argument structure, the subjects of clauses with
unaccusative, passive, and raisingpredicates originate internal to theVP,where they receive
their θ-roles.

• As-parentheticals are permi ed to occur with these sorts of subjects.

• In ( a)we see that as-parentheticals can host the subjects of unaccusatives, in ( b)
we see passive subjects, and in ( c) we see raised subjects.

( ) a. e ship sank, as I thought it would . Unaccusative
b. e ship was sunk, as I think the barge also was . Passive
c. Mary seems to be happy, as she should . Raising

e most straightforward way to account for the as-parenthetical data is to assume that
there is a fully articulated VP in the structure out of which these arguments move.

• If the gap were created by a null VP pro-form, we would need to make ad hoc stipu-
lations about the syntactic realizations of argument structure.

anks to M. Barros for con rming this example.
As discussed in, e.g., Pollock , Potsdam , the possessive main verb have can raise to T° in British
and Irish English, where it may be stranded by . anks to J. McCloskey for con rming this example.
See also McCloskey , ; Cyrino andMatos , Costa and Duarte ; and Potsdam for the
languages cited.

http://www.suaescolha.com/jesus/religioes/divino/
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• us, this should be seen as evidence in favor of the deletion account.

. Linguistic antecedents

Surface anaphora, like , must take so-called linguistic antecedents (Hankamer and Sag
):

( ) Situation: You and your iend walk into a room and all the windows are broken. Your
iend says:

a. I can’t believe somebody would !
b. I can’t believe somebody would do this!

Predicate as-parentheticals must also take linguistic antecedents:

( ) Situation: e speaker is at a farm. He sees Harvey in the pigpen with his lips pressed
rmly against those of a pig. e speaker exclaims:
a. Aha! ( Just) as I thought you would.
b. Aha! ( Just) as you said you were!
c. Aha! ( Just) as I suspected you might!

Note that cross-speaker as-parentheticals are generally good. is suggests that the prob-
lemwith ( ) is not that the as-parentheticals are dependent onbeing in the sameu erance
as the antecedent.

( ) Situation: Bill and his iend Harvey walk into a room and all the windows are broken.
Harvey has a bad temper, and Bill knows that Harvey has been talking about throwing
bricks through windows in order to relieve some stress.
a. B : Harvey, did you break all these windows?
b. H : Yes, just as I told you I would.

is means that as-parentheticals pa ern with surface anaphora, which typically require a
linguistic antecedent.

. Vehicle change effects

Deletion phenomena exhibit what are known as vehicle change effects, where a name in an
ellipsis site seems to behave like a pronoun with regard to the binding conditions (Fiengo
and May ). We see this arise in the comparison of ( ) and ( ).

Onepossibleway to try to get around the above conclusionwould be to claim that there is instead a phono-
logically null V° pro-form that picks up the denotation of the antecedent verb or verb phrase. is pro-V°
could take an internal argument and assign it an internal θ-role. While this might work for (American)
English, the verb-stranding data above speaks directly against this approach in other languages, and there
is no reason, tomy knowledge, to believe that as-parentheticals in others language differ signi cantly from
those in English.
It is worth noting that this is one place where propositional as-parentheticals differ from predicate as-
parentheticals (see footnote ): they do not require linguistic antecedents (Po s b: ).

e formal analysis of these facts is not of interest here.
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• e examples in ( ) are bad because they both run aground of Binding Condition
C,which prohibits names like John frombeing in theC-commanddomain of a coin-
dexed argument.

• Under ellipsis as in ( ), the pa ern is what we would expect from Condition B
( ), which requires a pronoun to be unbound by a C-commanding argument in
(roughly) the same clause. us, it is argued that names behave like pronouns in
ellipsis sites:

– ( a) is ungrammatical since there is no clause boundary between the elided
John and he.

– ( b) is grammatical, as there is a clause boundary between he and the elided
John.

( ) a. * Mary is proud of Johni, and hei is proud of Johni too.
b. * Mary is proud of Johni, and hei thinks I am proud of Johni too.

( ) a. * Mary is proud of Johni, and hei is too.
b. Mary is proud of Johni, and hei thinks I am too.

( ) a. * Mary is proud of Johni, and hei is proud of himi too.
b. Mary is proud of Johni, and hei thinks I am proud of himi too.

As-parentheticals exhibit vehicle change effects, at least marginally:

( ) Mary is proud of Johni…

a. *? …as hei also should be.
b. …as hei thinks I should be.

Given that vehicle change is a property of deletion phenomena (see also Kennedy ,
Bha andTakahashi ), this constitutes evidence that deletion has occurred in as-paren-
theticals.

. Summary

In this section, we saw that there is evidence for deletion in as-parentheticals.

• It is possible to extract material from the gaps.

• ey require linguistic antecedents.

• ey exhibit vehicle change effects.

However, as we saw in the last section, as-parentheticals could not possibly be derived via
, and there is credible evidence that movement occurs. In the following section, I pro-

vide an analysis that reconciles these issues.
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 Comparative deletion in as-parentheticals

Ideally, we do not want to complicate the theory of ellipsis by introducing a new ellipsis
operation just to account for as-parentheticals.

• However, the properties described above are largely similar to those of -
(henceforth CD) (Bresnan ).

• I propose here that CD is not a process limited to comparatives, but also occurs
elsewhere – namely, in this case, as-parentheticals.

I will begin by describing some properties of CD, and then I will show how it accounts for
as-parentheticals.

. Some properties of CD

It has long been assumed that the standard clause of comparatives (the than or as clause)
contains a surface-deleted element that serves as the standard of comparison (Bresnan

, Kennedy , ). us, there is something like a silent tall in the than-clause
in ( ).

( ) Mary is taller than Bill is .

Comparative deletion has many of the properties that we have seen so far:

• It is known to be island sensitive (Bresnan ):

( ) * Barry is taller than I know a man who is .

• It has locality restrictions on its antecedents (Kennedy , Lechner : ).
Comparatives must take a local antecedent; in ( ), the antecedent must be long,
and not wide.

( ) e table is wider than this rug is, but this rug is longer than the desk is

a. = d-long
b. ̸= d-wide

• It is not optional.

( ) * Mary is taller than Bill is tall.

• Comparatives showvehicle change effects (Kennedy , Lechner , Bha and
Takahashi ):

( ) a. * Mary is prouder of Johni than hei should be.

I set aside comparative subdeletion here, the status of which is somewhat more complicated.
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b. Mary is prouder of Johni than hei thinks she should be.

e facts above lead Kennedy ( , ) to the following formulation of CD, schema-
tized in ( ):

( ) [Comparative deletion] involves overt movement of the compared constituent
to the speci er of a clausal complement of than/as, plus deletion under identity
with the head of the comparative. (Kennedy : )

( )
DegP

DegP PP

P

than

CP

DegPi C TP

…ti…

Deg

more

AP

long

⟨DegC⟩ AP

⟨long⟩

• e movement accounts for the island effects.

• e lack of optionality is taken to fall out from the fact that the bases of movement
chains are not normally pronounced.

• e deletion accounts for the vehicle change effects.

• e locality effects are linked to the fact that the deletion occurs under identity with
the phrase that the than-clause adjoins to.

. Applying CD to as-parentheticals

is operation provides us with exactly what we need for as-parentheticals.

• e missing VP moves into the le periphery of the as-clause.

• ere it deletes under identity with the phrase it is adjoined to.

( ) e fact that Sue read the map carefully probably means that she stayed on the
trails, as we know Chuck did ⟨VP⟩. (=( ))
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( )
VP

VP PP

P

as

CP

VPi C TP

…ti…

DP

tshe

V

stay

PP

on the trails

DP

⟨tchuck⟩
V

⟨stay⟩

PP

⟨on the trails⟩

• Movement explains the island effects, as above.

• Since this is a movement, the obligatory gaps are explained if we assume that we
don’t pronounce the base of the chain.

• e locality effects fall out from the fact that deletionmust occur under identitywith
the phrase that the as-parenthetical is adjoined to.

• Finally, since we have a full VP in the structure, we can move elements out of the
missing VP.

( ) Chuaidh
went

se
he

’un
to

an
the

aonaigh
fair

mar
as

a dubhairt
said

sé
he

a rachadh.
go.

‘He went to the fair as he had said he would.’

( ) TP

T

rachadh

vP

DP

sé
v

tv

VP

tV
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( ) PP

P

mar

CP

vPk C′

C

a

TP

T

dubhairt

vP

DP

sé
v VP

V CP

vPk

tk

C

a

TP

T

rachadh

vP

tk

DP

⟨sé⟩

v

⟨tv⟩

VP

⟨tV⟩

 Conclusion

In this talk I have shown that comparative deletion provides us a be er way of understand
as-parentheticals than does the original analysis formulated by Po s ( b,a).

• Po s shows convincingly that as-parentheticals must contain movement and that
they are not derived by .

• However, further data suggest that we still need a deletion operation of some sort to
explain a wider range of data.

• Comparative deletion gives us what we need.

is has several implications:

• It provides some independent support for CD. Lechner ( : ) notes that com-
parative deletion is generally thought to be construction-speci c, and that it ought
to therefore be removed from the grammar. However, nding it at work in a con-
struction unrelated to comparatives suggests that it may have broader application,
and thus independent motivation.

• As-parentheticals provide evidence for deletion in a placewhere it has been hitherto
unnoticed, which broadens our view of elliptical constructions.
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• Insofar as it expands our view of ellipsis, it also provides evidence for the deep-
surface dichotomy.

A Potts’ analysis

Po s’ analysis of as-parentheticals combines movement of a VP pro-form with a special
de nition for the preposition as.

• Anull VP pro-formmoves from thepositionof the gap into theCP layer of the clause
embedded under as, as shown in ( ).

• e movement explains the island effects, why material cannot be pronounced in
the gap, and the use of A′-complementizers in Irish.

( ) Mary kissed John, as Sally might.

( ) PP

P

as

CP

VPi

∅

C′

C TP

DP

Sally

T′

T

might

VP

ti

e semantics that Po s gives to as is meant to explain the interpretation it receives. e
de nition is given in ( ) (Po s b: ):

( ) ⟦aspred⟧ = [λF ∈ D⟨⟨s,⟨e,t⟩⟩,t⟩[λf ∈ D⟨s,⟨e,t⟩⟩ : F(f)is true[f]]]

• is denotation takes an expression with an open property variable as its rst argu-
ment and a property as its second argument.

• e colon notation ‘λXλx : X(x) is true…’ indicates that the function is de ned
only when X(x) is true. is is meant to explain the conventional implicature that
as-parentheticals introduce: e content of the as-parenthetical is assumed to be
true without being asserted.

In order for the clause embedded under as to combine with as, predicate abstraction ap-
plies to the CP, abstracting over the VP pro-form. e tree in ( ) shows how this works,
following the brief formalismprovided byPo s ( a: ) for predicate as-parentheticals.
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• Here, the VP pro-form introduces the variable f′′. Since f′′ is free, it can be bound by
predicate abstraction.

( ) PP
λf′′′ : might(f′′′)(Sally) is true[f′′′]

P
λF[λf′′′ : F(f′′′) is true[f′′′]]

as

CP
λf′′[might(f′′)(Sally)]

VPi

f′′

∅

C′

λf[might(f)(Sally)]

C TP
might(f)(Sally)

DP
Sally

Sally

T′

λx[might(f)(x)]

T
λf′[λx[might(f′)(x)]]

did

VP
f

ti

is in turn combines with a VP, as shown in ( ).

• Using this as an example, combining the VP with the as-parenthetical requires
might(λw.kissw(John))(Sally) to be true because of the restriction on the property
argument. If this is satis ed, then the conversational implicature is felicitous.

• e tricky bit is that none of the material in the as-parenthetical is actually asserted.
Only the material from the VP survives for further semantic computation.

( ) VP
λw[kissw(John)]

VP
λw[kissw(John)]

kiss John

PP
λf′′′ : might(f′′′)(Sally) is true[f′′′]

as did Sally

It is the adjunction that explains the locality constraint on as-parentheticals seen in § . .
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• e as-parenthetical can only pick up the denotation of the VP to which it adjoins.

us, under this analysis, the interpretation of the gaps in as-parentheticals is entirely the
result of the mechanisms that dictate semantic interpretation of pronouns. A lambda ab-
straction over a variable introducedby aVP pro-form is responsible for providing the ‘miss-
ing’ VP with an interpretation, obviating the need to appeal to ellipsis.
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